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America the Beautiful
arr. Linda R. Lamb

3 oct. Bell Tree Solo Rating: Easy-Med
   w/ piano accomp

MGMH010034                     $7.95 $7.16

    

This setting of the 
hymn tune MATERNA 
is perfect for bell tree 
musicians of any skill 
level. Easily approachable 
for beginners, it’s 
musically satisfying 
for more accomplished 
ringers. Price includes the 
piano part and a pull-out 
solo part.

Christmas for One
arr. Kurt Meyer

2-3 oct. HB Solo Collection   Rating: Easy-Med
w/ piano accomp.

MGMH010032              $34.95 $31.46
 
    
     Kurt Meyer has created a brilliant resource for the 

handbell soloist looking 
for something to play this 
holiday season! Featuring 
five beloved Christmas 
tunes, this moderately-
easy collection is sure to 
become a staple in every 
soloist’s repertoire! The 
price includes the piano 
part and a pull-out solo 
part.
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http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH010032
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH010034
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     Praise for All Thy Blessings 
arr. Linda R. Lamb

 
3 oct. Bell Tree Solo           Rating: Easy-Med

  w/ piano accomp

MGMH010026                     $7.95 $7.16

     Linda Lamb brings us this medley of four hymns of 
thanksgiving and blessing: “Come, Ye Thankful People, 

Come”; “Praise God from 
Whom All Blessings 
Flow”; “Now Thank 
We All Our God”; and 
“Count Your Blessings”. 
Ideal for Thanksgiving 
or any celebration of 
praise and gratitude, it’s 
accessible to most bell tree 
soloists. Price includes the 
piano part and a pull-out 
solo part.

The Ultimate Christmas Gig Book
arr. Jason W. Krug

 3 oct HB Collection            Rating: Medium

MGMH120040             REPRODUCIBLE             $84.95
  
     This collection is a must-have for all 12-bell 
ensembles! It’s the perfect solution for ensembles 
who want to play for parties, events, in hospitals and 
nursing homes, schools, or anywhere else during the 

holiday season! With 
“The Ultimate Christmas 
Gig Book”, just grab your 
bells and some music 
stands, then head out 
into the world and make 
a joyful noise this holiday 
season!

http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH120040
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH010026
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    Ring in Triumph 
Jason W. Krug

    
 2 oct. 8 bell ens.        w/ opt. piano accomp.  Level 1

MGMH080053              HB part                     $6.50 $5.85
MGMH080053P     piano part   $6.95 $6.26

     Beginning ringers will enjoy this bold and joyous 
original tune! Written 
for eight handbells 
between F5 and F6 with 
no bell changes, it can 
be played by anywhere 
from two players using 
four-in-hand up to four 
players each holding two 
bells. Handbell part is 
reproducible.

‘Twas In the Moon of Wintertime
arr. Jason W. Krug

       
2 oct. 8 bell ens.         w/ opt. piano accomp.  Level 2

MGMH080055               HB part                 $6.50 $5.85
MGMH080055P   piano part     $6.95 $6.26

     This haunting setting of the beloved Huron Carol 
is perfect for use during the 

Advent or Christmas 
seasons. Written for 
eight handbells between 
F5 and F6 with no 
bell changes, it can be 
played by anywhere 
from two players using 
four-in-hand up to four 
players each holding two 
bells. Handbell part is 
reproducible.
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        To Ask the Lord’s Blessing
     arr. Jason W. Krug

2 oct. 8 bell ens.         w/ opt. piano accomp.  Level 3-

MGMH080052               HB Part           $6.50 $5.85
MGMH080052P     piano part           $6.95 $6.26

     This bold setting of the hymn tune KREMSER is 
ideal for Thanksgiving or any 

moment of gratitude 
in worship. Written 
for eight handbells 
between F5 and F6 with 
no bell changes, it can 
be played by anywhere 
from two players using 
four-in-hand up to four 
players each holding two 
bells. Handbell part is 
reproducible.

    Come, Thou Fount of 
Every Blessing

   arr. Jason W. Krug
 

2 oct. 8 bell ens.         w/ opt. piano accomp.  Level 3-
  

MGMH080054                 HB Part                 $6.50 $5.85
MGMH080054P            piano part               $6.95 $6.26

This flowing setting of the beloved hymn 
tune NETTLETON 
is perfect for any 
contemplative moment 
in worship or concert. 
Written for eight 
handbells between F5 and 
F6 with no bell changes, it 
can be played by anywhere 
from two players using 
four-in-hand up to four 
players each holding two 
bells. Handbell part is 
reproducible.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH080054
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH080052
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On This Day Earth Shall Ring
arr. Jason W. Krug

 
 3 oct. 12 bell ens.        w/ opt. piano accomp.  Level 1

MGMH120062              HB Part                     $6.50 $5.85
MGMH120062P   piano part                  $6.95 $6.26

           Beginning ringers will enjoy the full chords and 
bold rhythms in this 
setting of the hymn tune 
PERSONENT HODIE. 
Utilizing just 12 bells 
between F5 and C7, this 
selection is a perfect 
choice for the small 
or socially-distanced 
group. Handbell part is 
reproducible.

Be Thou My Vision
arr. Jason W. Krug

 
 3 oct. 12 bell ens.        w/ opt. piano accomp.  Level 2

MGMH120063              HB Part                     $6.50 $5.85
MGMH120063P   piano part                  $6.95 $6.26

     This rich, flowing setting of the hymn tune SLANE 
will find many uses in 
worship throughout 
the year. Utilizing just 
12 bells between F5 and 
C7, this selection is a 
perfect choice for the 
small or socially-distanced 
group. Handbell part is 
reproducible.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH120062
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH120063
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Solemn Serenade
Jason W. Krug

 
3 oct. 12 bell ens.        w/ opt. piano accomp.  Level 2+

MGMH120065              HB Part                     $6.50 $5.85
MGMH120065P   piano part                  $6.95 $6.26

     This gentle original tune is ideal for any 
contemplative moment 
in worship. Utilizing 
just 12 bells between F5 
and C7, this selection is 
a perfect choice for the 
small or socially-distanced 
group. Handbell part is 
reproducible.

Footsteps in Faith
Jason W. Krug

 
3 oct. 12 bell ens.         w/ opt. piano accomp.  Level 2

  

MGMH120064                HB Part                   $6.50 $5.85
MGMH120064P     piano part                $6.95 $6.26

     A flowing and memorable melody makes this 
original tune a winner 
for ringers and listeners 
alike! Utilizing just 12 
bells between F5 and C7, 
this selection is a perfect 
choice for the small 
or socially-distanced 
group. Handbell part is 
reproducible.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH120064
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH120065
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Jason W. Krug

2-3 oct. HB            Level 1

MGMH230035              $4.95 $4.46

     This original tune will engage beginning ringers 
and audiences alike! 
Full chords, multiple 
techniques, and a 
memorable melody make 
this piece a winner for the 
developing choir.

Resound and Rejoice
Jason W. Krug

2-3 oct. HB or HC            Level 1

MGMH230002              $4.95 $4.46

     Create a celebratory mood with this forceful, 
joyous, original tune! Perfect for young or beginning 

ensembles, the lack of 
bell changes and full 
chordal structure will 
help ringers build their 
confidence while still 
sounding musical. With 
no techniques other 
than swings, it’s playable 
by either handbells or 
handchimes, adding to its 
flexibility.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH230035
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH230002
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On Jordan’s Stormy Banks I Stand
arr. Jason W. Krug

2-3 oct. HB        w/ opt. 2-3 oct. HC  Level 3-

MGMH230024              $4.95 $4.46

   This light, playful setting of the hymn tune 
PROMISED LAND is a 
joy to ring! Techniques 
abound, including 
malleting the bells on 
the table and shakes, 
all of which serve to 
add to the joyous, 
hopeful atmosphere. A 
triumphant final verse 
rounds out the piece.

Thank We All Our God
arr. Jason W. Krug

2-3 oct. HB        w/ opt. 2-3 oct. HC  Level 3-

MGMH230034             $4.95 $4.46

     This expressive setting of the haunting DEO 
GRACIAS is sure to become a favorite of 

your ensemble and 
congregation. The tune 
is treated to varied 
styles and unexpected 
harmonies throughout, 
providing for an ever-
evolving view of the piece.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH230024
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH230034
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Song of Hope
Brenda E. Austin

2-3 & 3-5 oct. HB or HC        Level 1

MGMH230038           2-3 oct. version          $4.95 $4.46
MGMH350052           3-5 oct. version          $4.95 $4.46

     This fun, original tune is perfect for the beginning 
ensemble. Numerous 
techniques are featured 
alongside full chords and 
a memorable melody, 
making this piece a joy 
to ring and hear! The two 
versions are compatible 
for use at massed ringing 
events.

The Babe, the Son of Mary
arr. Jason W. Krug

2-3 & 3-6 oct. HB        w/ opt HC          Level 2+

MGMH230036        2-3 oct. version             $4.95 $4.46
MGMH350051        3-6 oct. version             $4.95 $4.46

     Unexpected harmonies give life to this lush setting 
of GREENSLEEVES. 

Flowing accompaniment 
figures accompany the 
haunting melody, which 
moves throughout the 
ensemble as the piece 
progresses. Perfect for 
Advent or Christmas 
use in either worship or 
concert. The two versions 
are compatible.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH350052
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH350051
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    How Firm a Foundation
arr. Jason W. Krug

2-3 & 3-6 oct. HB        w/ opt HC          Level 2+

MGMH230037           2-3 oct. version          $4.95 $4.46
MGMH350050           3-6 oct. version          $4.95 $4.46

 A fun malleted accompaniment figure starts this 
joyous setting of 
the hymn tune 
FOUNDATION. The 
tune is given various 
stylistic treatments 
throughout before 
building to a final, 
powerful conclusion! 
The two versions are 
compatible.

The King of Creation
arr. Jason W. Krug

2-3 & 3-6 oct. HB                   Level 3+

MGMH230023           2-3 oct. version          $5.50 $4.95
MGMH350030           3-6 oct. version          $5.50 $4.95

     For the ensemble wanting to play without ever 
picking up a bell, look no further! The entire piece is 

played on the table with 
mallets, something sure to 
intrigue your audiences! 
A triumphant opening 
verse gives way to a more 
sedate middle verse before 
a final drive into the joyous 
conclusion. Compatible 
editions for smaller (2-3 
octaves) and larger (3-6 
octaves) ensembles make 
this a perfect choice for 
massed ringing!

http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH350050
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH350030
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The Angel Gabriel 
from Heaven Came

arr. Jason W. Krug

3-6 oct. HB              w/ opt. 1 oct. HC          Level 3

MGMH350034                                 $5.50 $4.95

     This flowing setting of the beloved Christmas song 
is a wonderful chance for 

ensembles to showcase 
their technique and 
musicianship. Flowing 
eighth notes and bold 
harmonies abound as 
the mood moves from 
bold to delicate and 
back. A perfect choice 
for the group looking for 
something memorable this 
holiday season!

Adeste Fideles
arr. Jason W. Krug

3-6 oct. HB              w/ opt. 2 oct. HC          Level 3+

MGMH350049                                $4.95 $4.46

     
     This is not your typical setting of “O Come, All 

Ye Faithful”! Wildly-
unexpected harmonies 
abound as the piece 
moves through a variety 
of styles and keys on 
its way to a triumphant 
conclusion!

http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH350034
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH350049
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We Wish You a Merry Christmas
arr. Jason W. Krug

3-6 oct. HB              w/ opt. 3-6 oct. HC    Level 3+

MGMH350019             $5.50 $4.95

     This setting of the beloved Christmas carol is an 
effusion of joy and 
celebration! The lively 
tempo and driving 
rhythms give this piece a 
brilliant sparkle, and the 
varied keys, harmonies, 
and moods throughout 
keep the piece interesting 
and engaging. This one is 
not to be missed!

Unfolding
Jason W. Krug

3-6 oct. HB   w/ opt. 3-6 oct. HC & perc.   Level 3+

MGMH350048                HB part                   $4.95 $4.46
MGMH350048T            perc parts                 $4.95 $4.46

     This original tune depicts the evolution of 
the ensemble that 
commissioned it, from 
a group ringing level 
1 music on chimes, 
through its development 
to an ensemble ringing 
more advanced music in 
a variety of styles. Use 
the optional djembe and 
shekere for an added bit of 
flash and excitement!

http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH350019
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH350048


Dominotes 
% % unique adaptation of the traditional 
game %% 28 standard size dominoes 

%% high impact plastic 
%% instructions included

%% 2-4 players

Dominotes 1403 $35.00

Totally Treble 
% % 11 games (in order of difficulty) 
%% Cheat Sheet included %% anyone can play 
even non music readers 
%% 84 musical notation cards in 3 suits %% 
instructions are given for 9 groups and 2 
solitaire games

Totally Treble Game 1528 $10.95
Teachers (5 sets) 1529 $35.95

Music-Go-Play Card Sets 
% % 6” x 6” cards %% sets can be used alone or 
with other sets %% games and suggestions 
included

Music Terms Cards 
% % musical term on one side and 
definition on the other- use either side
 as the front %% great testing tool 
%% 34 4¼” x 11” flashcards

Music Terms Cards 1394 $8.95

Rests ‘n Rhythms Cards 
% % each set contains 34 4¼” x 11” cards 

%% activities included %% Easy- rhythms 
with 2-4 beats using dotted half, half, 

quarter, and eighth notes and rests 
%% Medium- rhythms in 3/4, 4/4, and 6/8 

using dotted half, half, dotted quarter, 
quarter and eighth notes plus rests

Easy 1391 $8.95

Medium 1392 $8.95

Spin ‘n Say 
% % 3 games in 1 (with variations of each) 
%% activities listed on the back %% use with 
other TP products %% durable laminated 
bases with heavy-duty spinners

Spin ‘n Say 
Beginner

1395 $9.95

Spin ‘n Say
Intermediate

1396 $9.95

Music Composition 
& Test-Taking Supplies  
% % paper pads have 50 sheets %% choices 
for every level or preference: wide line for 
room to write and correct, staff paper and 
keyboard pad for more advanced students

Paper Keyboard Pad 1405 $5.95
Staff Paper 1398 $3.95
Wide Line Staff Paper 1401 $4.50

Grand Staff Poster 
% % great display & teaching aid: front 
shows notes on the Grand Staff; back 
shows notes on a keyboard 
%% 28” l x 20” w

Grand Staff Poster 1397 $8.00

King Keyboard 
% % 2 sides: front shows notes on the 
Grand Staff; back shows notes on 
a keyboard %% heavy-duty vinyl with 
grommets - walk on or hang up %% teach 
musical alphabet, steps, skips, etc. 
%% washable %% 3’3” x 6’ %% activities and 
storage tube included

King Keyboard 1409 $75.00

Alphabet                  1381          $7.95
Music Symbol         1382          $7.95
Key Sig. Treble         1385          $5.95
Key Sig. Bass         1386          $5.95
Note Loc. Treble         1387          $5.95
Note Loc. Bass         1381          $5.95

ChimeMagic- a Complete General 
Music Curriculum for Grades K-5! 
Included are 18 complete lesson plans for 
each grade K-5, and every ChimeMagic 
lesson conforms to the National Standards 

for Arts Education. 

Everything you need is included in the kit: 
Teacher Textbook, ringalong storybooks, 
flashcards, two large charts full of music, 
accompaniment CDs, and much more! 

#4301 ChimeMagicTM Curriculum - Complete Set $195.00

Square One 
(Vol.1 & Vol. 2)
By Kathleen Wissinger
Forewords by Kimly Schlabach & Michael Joy
At last, a complete pedagogical method book 
for teaching note reading and ringing... literally 
from “Square One”

Lesson Plans, Unison and Chordal Exercises, 
Musical Etudes all in reproducibe & digital formats. 

“...terrific music and resources that are so applicable to real world 
ringing situations.”

Square One             MRE3013R           $79.95

EDUCATIONEDUCATION from

http://www.HandbellWorld.com/education


Learning to Ring Poster Pack 
% % eight 11” x 17” posters %% eight basic techniques 
described and illustrated 
Poster Pack 5415 $24.95

“Ten Commandments for Handbell Ringers” Poster
Fun and witty, this is the perfect addition to any bell room or practice area. 

20"x26". 

Frazzled Ringer Poster 
% % “You Want Me to do WHAT with These? Join 
the Fun- Ring Bells!”%% 26” x 20” %% perfect for 
your bell room! 

5416            $8.00

Set 1              5411                 $12.00
Set 2              5412                 $12.00

Handbell Terms Poster Pack 
% % funny & informative! %% six 11” x 17” posters in 
each set  
Set 1: Ring, Shake, Damp, Thumb Damp, Pluck & 
Martellato 
Set 2: Ring, Mallets: Bells Suspended, Shelley Ring, 
Mallets: Bells on Table, LV “Let Vibrate”, Four-in-
Hand & Swing

5413     $8.00

Neon HB Pencils   1486     
Neon Chimes Pencils   1488     
Foil Spiral HB Pencils   1476     

Handbell & Chimes 
Pencils
% % 12 pencils per pack %% each 
pack contains assorted colors 
with same design 
$7.50

Directors Pencils
% % The red/blue Director’s Pencil 
is useful to make corrections and 
emphasize notes. 

Red/Blue Pencil 1469 $0.50

A
Learn more at HandbellWorld.com/education

Teach & learn
the WONDER of Handbells!

Square One             MRE3013R           $79.95

Certificates of Certificates of 
AchievementAchievement

  

11” x 8½” %% pre-printed with 
blanks for names and dates 

%% packs of 24

Traditional HB 5291 $9.95

Traditional Chimes 5292 $9.95
Modern HB 5293 $9.95

Modern Chimes 5294 $9.95
Kids HB Certificates 5295 $9.95
Kids Chimes 5296 $9.95
Colored Handbells 5297 $9.95
Boomwhackers 5298 $9.95

https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=9773
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=9775
http://www.HandbellWorld.com/education


Grassy Meadow Music Order Form

STOCK # TITLE LEVEL OCT. COMP/ARR QTY

MGMH010034 America the Beautiful EM 3 bell tree solo w/ piano L. Lamb $7.95 $7.16

MGMH010032 Christmas for One EM 2-3 HB solo collection w/ piano Meyer $34.95 $31.46

MGMH010026 Praise for All Thy Blessings EM 3 bell tree solo w/ piano L. Lamb $7.95 $7.16

MGMH120040 The Ultimate Christmas Gig Book 2+ 3 Krug $84.95 $84.95

MGMH080053 Ring in Triumph 1 2 Krug $6.50 $5.85

MGMH080053P Ring in Triumph piano part Krug $6.95 $6.26

MGMH080055 ‘Twas In the Moon of Wintertime 2 2 Krug $6.50 $5.85

MGMH080055P ‘Twas In the Moon of Wintertime piano part Krug $6.95 $6.26

MGMH080052 To Ask the Lord’s Blessing 3- 2 Krug $6.50 $5.85

MGMH080052P To Ask the Lord’s Blessing piano part Krug $6.95 $6.26

MGMH080054 Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing 3- 2 Krug $6.50 $5.85

MGMH080054P Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing piano part Krug $6.95 $6.26

MGMH120062 On This Day Earth Shall Ring 1 3 Krug $6.50 $5.85

MGMH120062P On This Day Earth Shall Ring piano part Krug $6.95 $6.26

MGMH120063 Be Thou My Vision 2 3 Krug $6.50 $5.85

MGMH120063P Be Thou My Vision piano part Krug $6.95 $6.26

MGMH120064 Footsteps in Faith 2 3 Krug $6.50 $5.85

MGMH120064P Footsteps in Faith piano part Krug $6.95 $6.26

MGMH120065 Solemn Serenade 2+ 3 Krug $6.50 $5.85

MGMH120065P Solemn Serenade piano part Krug $6.95 $6.26

MGMH230035 Modal March 1 2-3 Krug $4.95 $4.46

MGMH230002 Resound and Rejoice 1 2-3 HB or HC Krug $4.95 $4.46

MGMH230024 On Jordan’s Stormy Banks I Stand 3- 2-3 w/ opt 2-3 oct HC Krug $4.95 $4.46

MGMH230034 Thank We All Our God 3- 2-3 w/ opt 2-3 oct HC Krug $4.95 $4.46

MGMH230038 Song of Hope 1 2-3 HB or HC Austin $4.95 $4.46

MGMH350052 Song of Hope 1 3-5 HB or HC Austin $4.95 $4.46

MGMH230036 The Babe, the Son of Mary 2+ 2-3 w/ opt 2-3 oct HC Krug $4.95 $4.46

MGMH350051 The Babe, the Son of Mary 2+ 3-6 w/ opt 3-6 oct HC Krug $4.95 $4.46

MGMH230037 How Firm a Foundation 2+ 2-3 w/ opt 2 oct HC Krug $4.95 $4.46

MGMH350050 How Firm a Foundation 2+ 3-6 w/ opt 2 or 4 oct HC Krug $4.95 $4.46

MGMH230023 The King of Creation 3- 2-3 Krug $5.50 $4.95

MGMH350030 The King of Creation 3- 3-6 Krug $5.50 $4.95

MGMH350034 The Angel Gabriel from Heaven Came 3 3-6 w/ opt 1 oct HC Krug $5.50 $4.95

MGMH350049 Adeste Fideles 3+ 3-6 w/ opt 2 oct HC Krug $4.95 $4.46

MGMH350019 We Wish You a Merry Christmas 3+ 3-6 w/ opt 3-6 oct HC Krug $5.50 $4.95

MGMH350048 Unfolding 3+ 3-6 w/ opt 3-6 oct HC & perc Krug $4.95 $4.46

MGMH350048T Unfolding perc. parts Krug $4.95 $4.46

TOTAL:  

ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION

RETAIL

PRICE

JEFFERS

PRICE

TOTAL

PRICE

12-bell ensemble;
REPRODUCIBLE COLLECTION

8-bell ens w/
opt piano accomp

8-bell ens w/
opt piano accomp

8-bell ens w/
opt piano accomp

8-bell ens w/
opt piano accomp

12-bell ens w/
opt piano accomp

12-bell ens w/
opt piano accomp

12-bell ens w/
opt piano accomp

12-bell ens w/
opt piano accomp

Prices subject to change without notice and do not include shipping or applicable sales tax.
Jeffers Handbell Supply is not responsible for typographical errors.

Grassy Meadow Music Order Form

PO Box 1728 • Irmo, SC 29063-1728
(803)781-0555 •  1-800-547-2355 • Fax: (803) 781-3020

email: support@jhsbell.com •HandbellWorld.com

http://HandbellWorld.com
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